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Introduction

Insta-KLEEN™: The Severe-Duty 
Drive-Thru Car Wash

The insta-KLEEN™ by Belanger is a severe-duty, 
drive-thru car wash system designed with the 
needs of car dealers, rental car agencies and other 
fleet customers in mind.

Built on the strength of our aircraft-grade aluminum 
framework, the insta-KLEEN™ stands the test of 
time with a minimum of moving parts. Where 
motion is required, the system relies on automotive-
grade bearings or lube-free pivot points – for 
minimal maintenance needs and easy servicing.

Unparalleled Throughput – A 
Clean Car Every 60 Seconds

Simply put, with the insta-KLEEN™, ‘if you can 
drive the car, you can wash it’ – and any employee 
can wash cars as needed, with a minimum of 
training. Since the wash takes only 60 seconds, the 
payroll expense is minimal, and well-distributed.

How insta-KLEEN™ Cuts Utility & 
Maintenance Costs, Too

Because the machine doesn’t move over the car, 
there is ‘no wasted motion.’ In fact, depending on 
configuration, the insta-KLEEN™ uses as little as 
4 HP of electrical power.

Water use is less, too – since the insta-KLEEN™ is 
designed to clean in a single pass, washing the car 
effectively while using as few as 36 gallons of water 
total (and as little as 18 gallons of fresh water).

What’s more, the ‘wear parts’ on the insta-KLEEN™ 
are ‘bolt on’ items designed for easy servicing and 
expedient replacement as needed, preserving the 
structural components for a lifetime of positive 
returns on your car wash investment.
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Insta-KLEEN™ packs a lot of cleaning power, into space-efficient 
bay configurations as short as 25 feet

From ‘O to Clean’ in just 60 seconds!

2212 Camplain Road
Hillsborough, NJ  08844

1-888-8FC-LIFT
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Presoak Arch
Blaster Arch

Presoak Arch
(optional)

• Applies Presoak To Help Loosen Soils And
Enhance Wash Performance – This optional
‘first step’ evenly coats the vehicle with your
choice of presoak solution, helping loosen soils
on the paint to improve the cleaning result

• Built to Last, With Aluminum and Stainless
Steel Construction – Aircraft-grade aluminum
extrusion resists corrosion and provides a
durable framework, while the stainless steel
application manifold is compatible with a wide
variety of cleaning chemicals

Blaster Arch
(optional)

• Provides ‘All Over’ High-Pressure Coverage To
Help Remove Heavy Soils – Ideal for sites with
reclaim water, the Blaster Arch provides ‘all
over’ vehicle prep at pressures up to 1000 PSI

• All-Stainless Nozzles and Fittings – Provide
long-haul durability; perfect for demanding
high-pressure vehicle prep applications

Rev. 1

Includes 12 fan-spray nozzles for total coverage; check 
valves keep pressure available for ‘instant on’ results

Blaster Arch simplifies all-over prep with high-pressure water
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Quad Wave Mitter™
Wave Across™

Quad Wave Mitter™
(standard)

• Washes Vehicle Fronts, Tops and Backs In Just 
7 Feet of Bay Space – Delivers a full-sized 
clean in a space-saving design that makes the 
most of the available room

• Low-Maintenance Design - features robust 
aircraft-grade aluminum framework with 
lube-free nylon bearing pivot points

• Long Service Life and Extended ROI - are 
ensured by the direct-drive motor and gearbox 
with a minimum of moving parts. Epoxy-coated 
and designed for wet environment operation, 
this drive unit delivers 'long haul' performance in 
even the most demanding wash tunnels.

Wave Across™
(optional)

• Delivers the Cleaning and Polishing Action of 
a Side-To-Side Mitter In Just 7 Feet of Bay 
Space – using 12 dozen cloth strips, in a space-
saving design that makes the most of the 
available room

• Low-Maintenance Design - features robust 
aircraft-grade aluminum framework with 
lube-free nylon bearing pivot points

• Long Service Life and Extended ROI - are 
ensured by the direct-drive motor and gearbox 
with a minimum of moving parts. Epoxy-coated 
and designed for wet environment operation, 
this drive unit delivers 'long haul' performance in 
even the most demanding wash tunnels.
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For those who prefer a side-to-side mitter, the Wave Across™  
delivers cleaning & polishing action in just 7 feet of bay space

Quad Wave Mitter™ delivers a gentle, thorough front-to-back 
clean in just 7 feet of bay space
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Whisper Wheel®
Wave Low Side Washer™

Whisper Wheel®
(optional)

• Designed as a Dedicated Horizontal Surface
Washer – the uniquely shaped Neo-Tex™ closed-
cell foam wash 'fingers' provide superior wash
penetration on hoods, roofs & trunk lids

• Delivers Consistent Cleaning Results – features
one of the industry's highest pivot points, with a
fully adjustable counterweight. This allows it to
glide over vehicles with just the right pressure –
maximizing cleaning effectiveness and safety.

• Low-Maintenance Design - fully-boxed 'I-Beam'
aluminum frame is corrosion-free, rigid and
strong. The automotive-grade bearings are
'greased for life' and require zero maintenance.

Wave Low Side Washer™
(optional)

• Delivers Targeted Cleaning of Vehicle Sides,
From The Window Ledge Down – paying extra
attention to the dirtiest parts of the car, the
wheels, rocker panels and lower body

• Designed for Maximum Wash Performance –
rotates against the vehicle’s direction of travel,
cleaning into the vehicle for optimal results

• Easily Installs Into Any Wash Bay – bulkhead
utility hookup, standard floor mount and single-
clamp height adjustment mean the unit installs
easily into any bay configuration – to improve
cleaning results instantly

Rev. 1

Direct-drive 
electric motor 
and gearbox cut 
utility expenses 
and eliminate 
hydraulic system 
maintenance

Whisper Wheel® foam wash ‘fingers’ are ideal for cleaning 
troublesome ‘eyebrows’ from vehicle windshields
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Gyro Wrap™
Air-Over-Oil Controls

Gyro Wrap™
(standard)

• ‘Porter Proof’ Side Wash Wheels are Made to
Take Abuse – patented oversized socket joint is
“Built To Tilt”SM through a full 360°, easily
accommodating every vehicle – and driver

• Washes Vehicle Fronts, Sides and Backs In Just
11 Feet of Bay Space – space-saving design
packs a lot of cleaning power into a small area

• Eliminates Troublesome Couplings, 3-Piece
Shafts and U-Joints – patented socket design
allows the integrated motor and gearbox to ‘
float' on the sturdy single-piece shaft, unlike
competitor’s offerings

• Long Service Life and Extended ROI - are
ensured by the direct-drive motor and gearbox
with a minimum of moving parts. Epoxy-coated
and designed for wet environment operation,
this drive unit delivers 'long haul' performance in
even the most demanding wash tunnels.

Air-Over-Oil Controls
(standard)

• Side Wash Wheels Automatically Adjust to
Every Vehicle’s Width – gently contouring the
sides with Air-Over-Oil controls, for a responsive
cleaning action that delivers a wash customized
for each vehicle – like ‘dancing with a partner’
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Patented oversized socket 
joint ‘bowls over’ the 
competition, tilting 
through a full 360° to 
accommodate every 
vehicle – and driver
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Chameleon® Rinse Arch
Rain Arch

Chameleon® Rinse Arch
(standard)

• Delivers Thorough Coverage To Rinse the
Entire Vehicle for Optimal Results – includes
12 fan-spray nozzles for total coverage; check
valves keep pressure available for ‘instant on’
rinsing performance

• Built to Last, With Aluminum and Stainless
Steel Construction – aircraft-grade aluminum
extrusion resists corrosion and provides a
durable framework, while the stainless steel
application manifold is ideal for city water or
spot-free ‘RO’ applications

Rain Arch
(optional)

• Improves Drying Performance By Eliminating
Airborne Mist – Floods the vehicle surface with
a free-falling, saturating delivery for mist-free
rinsing – ideal for improving vehicle finishing and
drying applications

•Virtually Maintenance-Free Stainless Steel
Manifold – single-piece design features zero
moving parts for ultimate reliability
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Rain Arch 
features 200 
laser-cut 
precision holes 
for uniform 
rinsing 
performance  
across the full 
width of the 
manifold

A car isn’t clean unless it’s rinsed – and the Chameleon® Rinse 
Arch does its part to deliver clean cars, wash after wash



Guide Rails

•• Plastic Guide Rails Plastic Guide Rails 
•• Driver/Passenger StandardDriver/Passenger Standard
•• protect rims & hubcaps protect rims & hubcaps 
•• Interlocking connectionsInterlocking connections

which eliminates weldingwhich eliminates welding

Base order includes:Base order includes:
••55’’ Entrance Entrance ““YY”” SectionSection
••2020’’ of Straight Guide Railsof Straight Guide Rails
••Additional 5Additional 5’’ Guide Rail sectionsGuide Rail sections

Protective Plastic      Protective Plastic      
CoverCover

••Reduce wheel and rim damageReduce wheel and rim damage
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Stainless Steel Pre Soak Arch 

Stainless steel application arch consists of V-jet nozzles, check valves and is 

covered with a soft foam material to protect your customer’s vehicles.  Adjustable 

nozzle mounts supplied in upper corners of manifolds allow for optimum spray 

pattern.  Quick disconnect spray nozzles are provided for easy cleaning.  
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Rinse/Wax Arch 

This stainless steel application arch consists of V-jet nozzles, check valves and is 

covered with a soft foam material to protect your customers’ vehicles.  Adjustable 

nozzle mounts are supplied in the upper corners of the manifolds for optimum spray 

pattern. Quick disconnect spray nozzles are provided for easy cleaning.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: 
Spot Free can also be added to this system. 

Last Revision Date: 3/23/06
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Instant On-Off Photo Eye Activation 

The Rinse Arch is activated by a set of photo eyes mounted on adjustable aluminum 

stands.  The use of Photo Eyes allows close regulation of equipment function to 

minimize chemical costs by having the wash component only run when necessary.  

Photo Eye Photo Eye 

Last Revision Date: 3/23/06
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Insta KLEEN Control Panel 

The insta KLEEN Control Panel is literally a “back room in a box”.  That is delivered 

fully assembled.  The insta KLEEN Control Panel consolidates all of the support 

equipment into an orderly, user friendly control package. Additional features include 

built in motor starters that are pre-wired to the control relays along with the chemical 

metering pumps and water solenoids.  
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AirCannon 30/50/70™
Belanger's AirCannon dryers represent the ultimate in performance, ease of maintenance, safety and
effectiveness. Choose from 3 nozzle/30 HP, 5 nozzle/50 HP, or 7 nozzle/70 HP size configurations or simply add on
to your existing system for the ultimate in drying performance. Engineered with energy-efficient impellers,
Belanger’s dryers maximize air velocity performance while using less energy. For operator convenience,
AirCannon dryers are available in floor mounted or wall mounted designs allowing them to be easily incorporated
into various tunnel wash configurations.

EveryAirCannon nozzle housing offers infinite adjustability, letting the car wash operator customize the dryer to the
needs of their wash. Our fully adjustable frame allows the operator to adjust both the height and width of the frame
to fit perfectly to any drying application.

Three nozzles? Five? Seven? You decide how many nozzles you need to satisfy your drying requirements. You
decide what position and angle of attack works best for each nozzle. Adjustments are easily made by loosening and
tightening a few bolts. That’s all there is to it.

Even routine maintenance and nozzle adjustments can quickly and safely be performed on the AirCannon dryers.
Unlike other products available on the market, periodic maintenance of our dryers doesn’t require handling heavy
motors because we’ve designed our nozzles and housing to slip on and off easily, leaving the motor in place on the
frame. Adjustments to nozzle housing positions also benefit from this design so that only the nozzle housing is
moved, and not the motor, enabling operators to quickly make custom adjustments for maximum vehicle coverage.

With so many innovative design features it’s no wonder why BelangerAirCannon dryers are the
preferred finishing touch in vehicle washes the world over.

AirCannon dryer housings are available in blue and red and may
be purchased with optional silencer kits for quieter operation.
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AirCannon™

REQUIREMENTS

Physical
3 Nozzle/30 HP:
Tunnel Space Required 60” with silencers 72”
Unit Height 132” with silencers 132”
Unit Width 164” with silencers 164”
Vehicle Height Clearance 89” approximately

5 Nozzle/50 HP:
Tunnel Space Required 70” with silencers 106”
Unit Height 136” with silencers 136”
Unit Width 164” with silencers 164”
Vehicle Height Clearance 93” approximately

7 Nozzle/70 HP:
Tunnel Space Required 70” with silencers 106”
Unit Height 136” with silencers 136”
Unit Width 190” with silencers 190”
Vehicle Height Clearance 93” approximately

Utility
3 Nozzle/30 HP 208V-96 FLA

230V-84 FLA
460V-42 FLA

5 Nozzle/50 HP 208V-160 FLA
230V-140 FLA
460V-70 FLA

7 Nozzle/70 HP 208V-224 FLA
230V-196 FLA
460V-98 FLA Shown with Silencer Kits







Rain Arch™
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RainArch™
Quickly saturate tunnel vehicles for thorough application coverage while eliminating delivery mist with Belanger's
Rain Arch. The Rain Arch provides unique free falling rain shower like delivery for virtually any tunnel wash
application. Select your desired water, wax, RO, or drying agent, and then select the rain shower intensity you want
it applied with. The Rain Arch is a welcomed addition to any wash tunnel because of its unique solution delivery,
performance flexibility, economical price point, and minimal space requirement.

Unlike traditional arches with nozzles that may spray too much mist in a wash's finishing area, the Rain Arch
eliminates this concern with its nozzle-free rain shower delivery. Depending on your needs, the Rain Arch can be
customized to provide you with just the right amount of application power you require. Choose from the single100-
hole option, the double 200-hole, or the triple 300-hole configuration. All RainArch manifolds are precision laser cut
for optimum application delivery.

The RainArch delivers superior flexibility in tunnel configurations with space restraints. Simply mount the RainArch
manifold to any existing 4x4 aluminum arch, a Belanger Uni-Arch, or even the ceiling to effectively wash away hard
to rinse residual chemicals. The Rain Arch's simple design allows for fast installation and requires near-zero
maintenance.

Belanger — Building Lifetime Customers!
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Rain Arch™

REQUIREMENTS

Physical
Vehicle Height Clearance 90” (when using a Belanger mounting option)
Tunnel Width Coverage 84”
Tunnel Length Required 8” (for single 100 hole configuration)

31 1/8” (for double 200 hole configuration)
30” (for triple 300 hole configuration)

Utility
Water 3/4” NPT feed required (per manifold)

Belanger’s UniArch with
Rain Arch manifold1

Belanger’s UniArch with
Rain Arch manifolds2

Auxiliary 4X4 Arch with
Rain Arch manifolds3

Ceiling mount with
Rain Arch manifolds3

84”

*Amaximum of two manifolds may be mounted on a UniArch. Amaximum of three manifolds may be ceiling mounted or
mounted on a 4x4 aluminum arch.


















